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broader differential. Altered nutrition habits is the corner-
stone of therapy with which the primary aim is to reduce 
post-prandial glucose spikes in these patients after they eat 
carbohydrates. These spikes in turn lead to hyperinsulinism 
leading to subsequent hypoglycemia. Primary diet 
modifications include controlled carbohydrate consumption 
of less than 30g per meal, avoiding high glycemic carbs, and 
always taking in ample fat and proteins with every meal.
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Perinatal exposure to bisphenol A (BPA) has been shown to 
reprogram the hepatic epigenome of rodents and may pro-
mote the development of various metabolic diseases later 
in life, such as nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). 
This developmental reprogramming is characterized by the 
creation of “super promoters” at target genes implicated in 
metabolic pathways. While it is unclear how these “super 
promoters” are created, their creation is potentially mediated 
through BPA and estrogen receptor (ER) interaction. In order 
to test this potential mechanism, in vitro methods were used 
to examine ER target gene expression via RT-qPCR in 2 
human hepatic cell lines transiently transfected with the ER 
isoform, ER alpha, prior to BPA exposure for various lengths 
of time. Within individual time points, there were no signifi-
cant differences in target gene expression levels between cells 
that had been transfected with ER alpha and the vector con-
trol. Gene expression levels in the target genes were visibly 
increased at the 24-hour exposure mark in both transfection 
groups in comparison to the 0- and 6-hour time points, how-
ever only a fraction of these increases were found to be sta-
tistically significant. These gene expression patterns are not 
only consistent with previous studies examining target gene 
expression in BPA-treated hepatic cell lines, but more impor-
tantly, suggest BPA does not act via ER alpha to orchestrate 
the epigenetic changes seen in vitro. BPA may interact with 
a different ER isoform or an unknown target to create the 
observed “super promoters” at target genes, reinforcing the 
promiscuity of BPA and other xenoestrogens in facilitating 
epigenetic modifications, and ultimately, disease phenotypes.
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The current optimal inpatient diabetes management schema 
involves administration of basal, prandial, and correctional 
insulin to maintain blood glucose (BG) within a target range. 
Nonetheless, practical management often fails to reach 
the ideal in both insulin dosing regimens and patients’ BG 
outcomes. Given the challenges of achieving adequate BG 
control for hospitalized patients using guidelines and expert 
knowledge alone, we attempted to use machine learning 
methods to predict (1) individual BGs, (2) average daily BGs, 
and (3) physician-ordered insulin doses based on data in an 
electronic health record-based repository between January 
2014 and December 2018. We considered inpatients on sub-
cutaneous insulin having a BG ≥ 200 mg/dL or ≤ 70 mg/dL or 
with an A1c percentage ≥ 6.5%. We excluded those missing 
critical data (such as weight), with fewer than five BG checks 
in 72 hours, or those on hemodialysis, resulting in a cohort 
of 3,461 patients with 175,934 BG checks among them. In 
this cohort, the average age was 61.4 years, the average A1c 
was 7.1%, and the average BG was 171.6 mg/dL, with ap-
proximately 25% of BGs ≥ 200  mg/dL and 1.7% of BGs < 
70  mg/dL. Using linear regression, we identified features 
that contributed most to prediction of each of the outcomes. 
For all three outcomes, the average glucose in the past 24 
hours was the most important feature. For prediction of glu-
cose levels, previous BG, BG at the same time the previous 
day, A1c, BG variance, recent long-acting insulin dose, and 
glucocorticoid dose were all in the top 10 features. Similar 
features were important for predicting physician-ordered 
insulin doses. Surprisingly, neither weight nor creatinine 
were identified as top features for any outcome. Using these 
features in our predictive model, we found that individual 
BGs were highly erratic and could not be predicted pre-
cisely (R2 0.24). Similarly, and perhaps unsurprisingly, how 
physicians would order insulin for patients was also difficult 
to predict (R2 0.25). However, average daily glucose levels 
were predicted more reliably (R2 0.36), as was prediction 
of frank hyperglycemia (BG ≥ 200 mg/dL) in the next day 
(sensitivity 0.73, specificity 0.79). Given the typical practice 
pattern of a clinician evaluating the previous day’s insulin 
regimen performance and adjusting it by anticipating BGs 
for the next day, prediction of hyperglycemia in the next 
24 hours can support decision-making for inpatient BG 
management.
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